Space Syntax Laboratory Research Seminar Series

2018/2019 Autumn
Tuesdays 4-5pm, The Bartlett School of Architecture, 22 Gordon Street, Room 5.04

---

**SHARING**

**MATLUBA KHAN**
16 OCT
Place, Pedagogy, Play and Participation: Can outdoor environments improve children’s learning, health and well-being?

**ED BAGGS**
30 OCT
The human actor in urban space

**PETROS KOUTSOLAMPROS**
13 NOV
Dissecting Visibility Graph Analysis: The metrics and their role in understanding workplace human behaviour

**THINKING ALOUD**

**SSLAB NEW PHD STUDENTS**
27 NOV
Introductory Forum: Sepehr Zhand, Constance Desenfant, Xiaoming Li, Duygu Ozden, Stella Fox and Aaron Davis

**UPGRADE**

**EDUARDO RICO**
11 DEC
Use of network characterization in sketch planning within public participatory design processes

---

The seminar will provide a framework for different formats: **SHARING** an idea or latest thinking; **THINKING ALOUD** to show work in progress; **UPGRADES** of PhD candidates; **REVISITING** a presentation made elsewhere. All welcome.